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Liverpool have last laugh after own goal condemns Hearts to 
undeserved defeat 
Heart of Midlothian 0 Liverpool 1 Edinburgh has been reverberating to the sound 
of laughter of late as the famous Fringe Festival draws comedians to Scotland's 
capital city. 
The joke was on them last night, however, after an own goal of slapstick 
proportions condemned Heart of Midlothian to an ill-deserved defeat and 
gave Liverpool a much-needed victory. 
Andy Webster ensured that Brendan Rodgers departed Tynecastle with a win that 
provides the Liverpoolmanager with a degree of respite after a heavy defeat by 
West Bromwich Albion at the weekend. 
That the win came in front of Tom Werner, the Liverpool chairman, who had 
come to see how his new manager is shaping up, only made the timing even more 
opportune, regardless of the laboured performance that earned it. 
Rodgers had been questioned beforehand about whether his team selection was 
disrespectful to both Scottish football and the Europa League. The reality, though, 
was that the Liverpool manager had left only four senior squad members back on 
Merseyside through choice and if his weakened starting line-up carried any 
message, it was of the need for reinforcements to be made before the transfer 
window closes next week. 
"In terms of the depth, the squad is nowhere near where I would want it to be," 
Rodgers had admitted and his planning for the visit to Tynecastle was affected 
further when Andy Carroll was ruled out with a hamstring twinge. It was the 
second European away trip that the out-of-favour forward had missed because of 
a slight injury as his future continues to be cast into doubt. 
None of which was of any concern to John McGlynn, who pointed out that, 
whatever Liverpool's problems, there are no Scottish clubs blessed with the kind 
of resources that allowed Rodgers to spend [pounds sterling]15 million on Joe 
Allen. In the absence of stars, the Hearts manager had challenged his players to 
produce a passion play in keeping with the tie's billing and in the first half the 
Scottish Cup-holders were at least the equal of their opponents. 
After Charlie Adam had a wellstruck shot saved by Jamie MacDonald in the eighth 
minute, Hearts had a lengthy spell in which they took control of the game. 
Arvydas Novikovas had their best chance of the opening 45 minutes, but Pepe 
Reina's late readjustment allowed him to parry the midfield player's shot wide. 
John Sutton, the brother of Chris, the former Celtic player, also 
caused Liverpool's defence problems, although he was less accurate when 
presented with an opportunity to test Reina from 18 yards out. 
Despite starting his first game for Liverpool, Raheem Sterling took it upon himself 
to lead the fightback and Hearts found the teenager's raw pace increasingly 
difficult to cope with. One panic-inducing surge into the box prompted Ryan 
McGowan to make a desperate sliding tackle that almost sent the ball into his 
goal. 
Sterling then forced Jamie MacDonald into an uncomfortable save with a 
powerful shot from the edge of the box after cutting in from the left. 
After surviving strong penalty appeals when Hearts claimed that Jamie Carragher 
had handled, Liverpool went closest to taking the lead on the stroke of half-time 
when Sterling latched on to a stray pass from Mehdi Taouil and raced towards 
goal. The winger would have been justified to try and take the opportunity 
himself but, showing a maturity and an awareness that belied his years, opted to 
square the ball to Fabio Borini, who struck a post when he should have scored. 
The frenetic pace continued in the second half, with the quality of the football 
often being undermined by the intensity of both teams. It was Sterling, however, 
the fastest of those on show, who demonstrated best the ability to ally speed 
with skill. 
The problem for Liverpool was that the youngster was receiving little support, a 
weakness that allowed Hearts to gain the ascendancy. 
David Templeton was such an unsettling presence that Rodgers opted to replace 
Jay Spearing with Allen in an attempt to regain control of the area in front of his 
back four. 
The substitution had no immediate effect and Liverpool's encampment in their 
own half became increasingly entrenched. That made it seem even more cruel on 
the hosts when they went behind after 78 minutes when Webster was caught out 
by a rare Liverpool foray forward that culminated in the defender scoring a 
particularly unfortunate own goal. 
Webster will not recall the moment with any fondness as, having got himself into 
the ideal position to deal with Martin Kelly's dangerous cross from the right, he 
was let down by his technique, an errant toe-poke sending the ball past 
MacDonald to give Liverpool a lead they had done little to earn. 
Hearts went in search of the equaliser that their performance merited, but the 
closest they went was in the dying minutes when Reina was forced to make a 
sprawling save to keep out Callum Paterson's angled shot. 
 

 
Hearts own goal gives Liverpool the advantage 
Brendan Rodgers is perfectly open about the fact the Europa League is not 
anywhere near the summit of his priorities during his first season in charge at 
Anfield. A weekend Premier League meeting with Manchester City provided the 
backdrop to this visit to Edinburgh. 
Yet Liverpool's manager will be grateful for an instant response from his players – 
in terms of result at least – to Saturday's humbling at the hands of West 
Bromwich Albion. Avoiding embarrassment, and more negative discussion, from a 
tussle with Hearts was Rodgers' main aim. Mission accomplished on that front, 
even if Hearts otherwise emerged with almost all of the credit. 
Rodgers selected only four of the players who started that 3-0 reverse at the 
Hawthorns for the first leg of this play-off tie. Hearts' youngsters are worthy of 
the praise they will receive for their display against more illustrious opposition but 
the blunt reality is that they still face a massive task in overturning this tie next 
week on Merseyside. 
A late own goal from Andy Webster sealed Liverpool's win against the Scottish 
Cup holders. Hearts could, and did, reasonably argue they were good value for at 
least a draw. In the first period, particularly, the hosts strongly belied any sense 
this was a football mismatch. By full time the Hearts players were deserving of the 
ovation they received from their supporters. 
"It's only 1-0, so you never know. We will go to Anfield with nothing to lose," said 
John McGlynn, the Hearts manager. "I don't think anyone could complain if this 
had been a draw or even if we had got a 1-0 win. For the calibre of team we 
played against, the players can be very proud of their performance." 
And yet Hearts had plenty of cause for trepidation as they prepared for a first 
meeting with Liverpool since an Anfield friendly in 1929. A year ago, Tottenham 
arrived at Tynecastle for a Europa League play-off first leg and swaggered back 
across the border with a 5-0 win. That evening provided the latest, harrowing 
reminder of how comparisons between prominent clubs in England and Scotland 
have been rendered illegitimate by a financial gulf. 
Albeit Liverpool fielded an infinitely weaker team here than Spurs did then, Hearts 
have been blunted by the loss of key players at the end of last season because of 
budgetary constraints. 
Hearts will at least have felt the monetary benefit of this occasion. From the kick-
off, the hosts' mission was to prove they would not be as overawed as when 
Tottenham came to visit. Andy Carroll took a seat in the Tynecastle directors' box 
after being ruled out of this fixture by a hamstring complaint. Rodgers had 
brought the former Newcastle United striker north with the intention of starting 
him. It may be of slight interest to Newcastle that Carroll is not cup-tied for this 
competition. 
In Carroll's absence, Fabio Borini led the visiting attack. Yet the first glimpse of an 
opening fell to Hearts, John Sutton only narrowly failing to capitalise on a lax 
Jamie Carragher back pass. Charlie Adam responded immediately, with a driving 
run and shot that had the home goalkeeper, Jamie MacDonald, scrambling. Pepe 
Reina needed a more spectacular save at the opposite end, thereby denying 
Arvydas Novikovas what would have been a wonderful opening goal. 
Liverpool's most menacing early threats arrived from Raheem Sterling, their 
teenage debutant attacker. His 29th-minute angled shot saw MacDonald punch to 
safety. An even better opportunity fell to Borini, who failed to properly connect 
with a fine Jordan Henderson cross. Hearts were afforded an astonishing let-off 
just seconds before the interval. After Mehdi Taouil cheaply gifted possession to 
Liverpool, Sterling played in Borini with only MacDonald to beat. The Italian did 
that but watched his shot rebound from a post. 
The second half lacked the frantic pace of the first. Liverpool made the first move 
at raising the tempo by withdrawing Jack Robinson and sending on Stewart 
Downing as a replacement. Joe Allen was the next to appear, Jay Spearing 
sacrificed by Rodgers on that occasion. A cursory glance towards the players 
available to McGlynn would highlight the relative poverty of his options. 
Nonetheless, even with half an hour to play it was easy to infer both sides would 
settle for scoreless parity. MacDonald and Reina had virtually been reduced to 
onlookers amid a lot of untidy midfield scuffling. 
The night's crucial goal arrived in similarly scrappy circumstances. Martin Kelly 
found sufficient space on the right flank to throw a low cross into dangerous 
territory. The ball struck Webster rather more than flying into the Hearts net on 
account of any attempt at a clearance. Webster's colleagues had made the key 
error by not clearing the danger earlier. 
The Hearts substitute Andrew Driver spurned his team's best hope of salvation. 
From a Ryan McGowan cross, the winger was unable to turn the ball beyond 
Reina. Liverpool's goalkeeper also saved well from Callum Paterson in the dying 
seconds; victory belonged to the visitors, to the relief as much as delight of 
Rodgers. 
 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/football/uefa-europa-league
http://www.guardian.co.uk/football/liverpool
http://www.guardian.co.uk/football/hearts
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It's no joke for Rodgers but Reds' fringe have last laugh 
August is the month when Edinburgh is awash with comedians but nobody 
sported a bigger smile in this old city than Brendan Rodgers on Thursday night. 
At the end of a torrid 90 minutes in which Liverpool had been pushed to the limit 
by a Hearts side who, according to their pitch announcer, had ‘done their country 
proud’, Rodgers spun on his heels, exchanged a firm handshake with his assistant, 
Colin Pascoe, then clenched his fist with delight. 
Though Liverpool had the first effort when Charlie Adam cracked a left-foot drive 
that Jamie  MacDonald pawed wide, Hearts responded when Arvydas  Novikovas 
forced Pepe Reina into a  back-pedalling parry with a dipping drive. 
Sensing there was an opportunity for them to grasp — unlike when Spurs visited 
12 months ago and were two goals up within 13  minutes — Hearts raised the 
tempo and next to try his luck was captain Marius Zaliukas with a fizzing drive that 
sped just over the bar. With chairman Tom Werner having  travelled from 
America to make a surprise appearance, Liverpool’s efforts made for 
uncomfortable viewing and it wasn’t long before Rodgers got off his seat, pen and 
a note paper in hand, and started whistling and barking out orders.  
It didn’t make any discernible  difference. Hearts continued to press and had two 
loud claims for penalties turned down. 
But they should have found themselves trailing at the interval when Liverpool 
created the best chance of the game. 
Raheem Sterling, the 17-year-old whose pace and energy had been by far the 
highlight of Liverpool’s performance, seized on a loose ball and showed excellent 
awareness and poise for one so young as he ushered in Fabio Borini on the edge 
of the area. Somehow, though, the Italian struck the post. If Borini was erratic, the 
same could not be said of the jet-heeled Sterling. 
It was only a month ago that Rodgers said he wanted to send the youngster out 
on loan to accelerate his development but, such are the strides he has made in 
the time since, that idea has been scrapped. 
‘I have spoken to Raheem and I have told him he won’t be going out on loan,’ said 
Rodgers. 
The second half did, at least, see Liverpool exert more control. Hearts began with 
an initial flurry of pressure but there was a  calmness about the way the defensive 
triumvirate of Reina, Jamie Carragher and Daniel Agger — the wise old heads of 
the team — retained possession. 
With the pacy Sterling as an option up front, there was always a chance that they 
would fashion something on the break and so it proved in the 77th minute when 
Martin Kelly ended up firing a cross into the six-yard area that cannoned into the 
unlucky Webster and into the net.  
Little wonder, then, that Rodgers was so pleased at the final whistle and it turned 
out to be a good day all around for the manager, as  Liverpool expect to wrap up 
the season long loan singing of Real Madrid midfielder Nuri Sahin, subject to him 
passing a medical. 
‘I thought we managed the game well,’ said Rodgers, who refused to comment 
about the Premier League investigation into claims from Fulham that they tapped 
up Clint Dempsey.  
‘It was a good win but it was always going to be a tough game. Now we have to 
make sure we finish the second leg.’ 
MATCH FACTS 
HEARTS (4-2-3-1): MacDonald 7; R McGowan 
6, Zaliukas 8, Webster 7, Grainger 7; Barr 7 
(Robinson 87min) Taouil 7; Paterson 6, 
Templeton 7 (Driver 78) Novikovas 7 (Carrick 
84); Sutton. Subs not used: Enckelman (GK), 
Smith, D McGowan, McHattie. 
Booked: Barr. 
LIVERPOOL (4-3-3): Reina 7: Kelly 7, 
Carragher 7, Agger 7, Robinson 6 
(Downing 61, 6): Shelvey 6, Spearing 6 (Allen 
67, 7), Henderson 6: Sterling 8, Borini 5 
(Morgan 90) Adam 7. Subs not used: Jones, Coates, Leiva, Flanagan. 
Scorers: Webster (OG). 
Man of the match: Sterling. 
Referee: Meyer (Germany) 6. 
Attendance: 15,965. 

 
Late own goal just enough to break brave Hearts 
Hearts 0 
Liverpool 1 
Webster og 77 Att: 15,965 
Hearts banished the demons of their last European mauling at the hands English 
opposition but succumbed toLiverpool in heartbreaking fashion. 
Andrew Webster's 77th&#x2013;minute own goal ended a valiant effort by John 
McGlynn's side. A feisty Europa League play&#x2013;off remains just about in the 
balance until next week's second leg at Anfield, butLiverpool will be considered 
favourites to advance. 
McGlynn will be proud of his side's performance against such illustrious 
opponents, while for Brendan Rodgers there was relief as the tough initiation into 
his new role continues. 
As well as a timely victory, Rodgers was buoyed by the coming of age of Anfield's 
latest wonderkid, Raheem Sterling. The 17 year&#x2013;old began preseason 
expecting to be sent on loan but is approaching the end of the transfer window 
as Liverpool's best option on the flank as he showed by coming to the fore on a 
tough European away day. 
Liverpool brought the fringe to Edinburgh. Their line&#x2013;up included 
numerous squad players whose immediate ambition is to avoid being 
makeweights in Rodgers' August bring&#x2013;and&#x2013;buy sale. With no 
Luis Suarez or Steven Gerrard, Hearts must have felt the chances of a repeat of 
the 5&#x2013;0 mauling they suffered against Tottenham at this stage last season 
had receded. Their opponents may have worn theLiverpool crest, but their 
line&#x2013;up did not have much else in common with the 
all&#x2013;conquering European sides of the past. 
As if Rodgers' squad was not slim enough, Andy Carroll cried off for the second 
successive European away trip, this time with a tight hamstring. 
The Tynecastle support was raucous and the Hearts midfield relentless in pursuit 
of possession. 
Hearts had learned the lessons from last year's humbling. There was no danger of 
them being three down within 27 minutes this time, although there was not 
anything particularly European about this tie. It had all the gusto you would 
expect of a typical Scotland versus England encounter. 
Charlie Adam tested Jamie MacDonald from 25 yards with the game's first 
meaningful attempt after nine minutes, but in the early stages the pressure 
swelled towards Pepe Reina's goal. 
Arvydas Novikovas's dipping, swerving effort from over 30 yards had the Spaniard 
frantically scurrying, and John Sutton, leading the line well, also tested 
the Liverpool goalkeeper on 12 minutes. 
Liverpool's outlet was exciting teenager Sterling, making his first senior start for 
the club and showing some of his more experienced colleagues the path to goal. 
He was a constant threat on the left and almost created three first&#x2013;half 
goals. 
First, he collected his own flicked pass to force Ryan McGowan into a diving tackle 
which almost bobbled into his own net on 24 minutes. 
MacDonald then pushed away the Sterling's dipping effort before the 
half&#x2013;hour as Liverpool finally began to settle into a pattern of play 
focused exclusively on getting the ball to Sterling as quickly as possible. 
The youngster turned provider again, this time for Fabio Borini a minute before 
half&#x2013;time, controlling a loose pass from Mehdi Taouil before teeing it up 
for the Italian striker. Liverpool hit the post 35 times last season, and Borini was 
cursing the woodwork again as his close&#x2013;range effort rebounded to 
safety. 
Sterling's trickery was the severest threat to McGlynn's chances of keeping the tie 
alive for the return to Anfield. Twice in the early stages of the second half the 
teenager looked to German referee Florian Meyer in the hope of earning a 
penalty. 
The pace of the game was unrelenting, even if the quality was often lacking. 
Rodgers sent on Joe Allen and Stewart Downing in the later stages and would 
have been increasingly content to share the spoils and wait for the return of his 
cavalry at Anfield. 
But just as a goalless draw looked inevitable, Webster deflected Martin Kelly's 
cross into his own net to giveLiverpool a priceless away goal. 
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Own-goal gives Reds the edge at Tynecastle 
An own-goal from Andy Webster was all that separated the two sides as Liverpool 
scraped a narrow victory over Hearts in tonight's Europa League play-off at 
Tynecastle. 
The Edinburgh side impressed for much of the tie before suffering a late blow 
against their Barclays Premier League visitors, who made the trip across the 
border without a number of star players. 
The result was far more credible than Hearts' 5-0 thrashing against Tottenham at 
the same venue last season and at least provides some hope ahead of the second 
leg at Anfield next week. 
Andy Carroll failed to make the Reds squad for tonight's clash - despite his 
presence at the stadium - as a question mark remained over his Liverpool future, 
with the £35million striker linked with a return to Newcastle. 
Boss Brendan Rodgers opted instead for the goal threat to come from Fabio Borini 
and Raheem Sterling. 
Daniel Agger also started following his red card in the 3-0 defeat at West Brom, 
but Steven Gerrard, Luis Suarez, Martin Skrtel and Glen Johnson were all left on 
Merseyside ahead of Sunday's visit of champions Manchester City. 
Goalkeeper Jamie MacDonald was between the sticks for Hearts - agreeing to play 
after his partner gave birth to a baby girl yesterday - meaning Peter Enckelman 
had to settle for a place on the bench rather than his Jambos debut. 
The home side was boosted further by the news that skipper Marius Zaliukas was 
able to start after recovering from a dead leg. 
The first chance fell to Liverpool when Charlie Adam embarked on a surging run 
that took him to the edge of the box before unleashing a low drive that was 
blocked by MacDonald. 
At the other end, Hearts had a decent chance of their own to open the scoring 
when a long range effort from Arvydas Novikovas forced a great save from Pepe 
Reina. 
John Sutton then dragged his shot inches wide of the post and David Templeton 
fired just over the crossbar as the home side continued to threaten in front of 
goal. 
After the flurry of chances for Hearts, Liverpool gradually came back into the 
game without causing too many problems for the defence, until a swerving shot 
from Sterling was punched to safety by the goalkeeper. 
The visitors looked dangerous again when Jordan Henderson delivered an inviting 
cross from the right into the box but Borini just failed to connect in front of goal. 
Hearts then claimed Jamie Carragher handled a Templeton corner in the box but 
the pleas for a penalty were ignored by referee Florian Meyer. 
Liverpool should have been ahead just before the break when Mehdi Taouil was 
dispossessed by Sterling and he set up Borini for a shot that appeared net-bound 
but crashed off the post instead. 
Hearts, bolstered by their performance so far, were not too far away after the 
restart when Callum Paterson's powerful angled drive dipped just over the 
crossbar. 
Adam then had another go at goal but he was off-target and succeeded only in 
smashing his shot off the advertising hoardings. 
The breakthrough came with 12 minutes to go and Hearts fell behind in cruel 
circumstances when an excellent Martin Kelly ball from the right was missed by 
Borini but came off the shin of Webster and into the back of his own net. 
Substitute Andy Driver could have snatched a leveller a couple of minutes from 
time but his effort was smothered by the goalkeeper. 
 

 
KOPS AND ROBBERS! Rodgers' Reds take another battering but steal a 
vital victory 
LIVERPOOL produced another amazing escape on their European travels last 
night, as they stole a late victory thanks to a cruel own goal. 
The Reds are getting used to taking a battering in the away legs of their Europa 
League ties, and somehow emerging with the precious goal to make the return so 
much more comfortable. 
A fortnight ago it was Gomel in Belarus, this time it was Hearts who pinned them 
back on a good, old-fashioned Tynecastle night of fire and brimstone. The poor 
Scottish side must be wondering how they managed to lose, and the truth is, it 
took a fluke of a goal to break their spirit. 
With 13 minutes remaining, Reds full-back Martin Kelly sent in a hopeful ball from 
the right, given there was no visiting player near the six-yard box. But Hearts 
defender Andrew Webster was, and painfully, as he tried to turn the ball wide he 
contrived only to spoon it into his own net. 
Being crueller still, you could say it was the only way Liverpool were going to 
score on a night when their familiar weakness in front of goal was again evident. 
It doesn't seem to matter who they have up front, they are equally adept at 
missing chances. Last night, it was the turn of Fabio Borini to provide the misses 
that provoked the 'unlucky' mantra once more. 
One effort in particular, on the stroke of half time when the goal - and the game - 
was at his mercy, summed up Liverpool's luck in front of the net, when he hit the 
post even as it seemed harder to miss. 
It meant an uncomfortable night for the English club, but just as in Gomel, they 
survived, They will now be confident of progressing to the knockout stages, and 
without Steven Gerrard and Luis Suarez, that is a reasonable achievement. 
For Hearts, there was no little satisfaction in merely being competitive in the 
game, given the last time they entertained English opposition here in the Europa 
League, they lost 5-0 to Spurs. 
This time Liverpool faced very different opponents who seemed to have got the 
balance between the sheer excitement of the tie and passion required exactly 
right. 
Backed by a boisterous, vocal crowd they tore at their visitors, and if the Reds had 
been expecting an easy time of it, then they were painfully disavowed of that 
notion in the opening moments. 
It took two good early saves from Pepe Reina to settle Liverpool's nerves as a 
maroon wave threatened to sweep them away. 
The first was from a wicked, looping shot by the impressive Arvydas Novikovas, 
the keeper relieved to palm behind as the ball moved menacingly in the air. Reina 
saved from Callum Paterson soon after, and was relieved to watch a shot from the 
tricky David Templeton fly over. 
But, by the half-hour mark, Liverpool started to take control, as Charlie Adam's 
passing troubled the Hearts defence. 
One outstanding ball even had the home fans - who otherwise barracked him for 
his Rangers connections - quietly applauding, and as Adam found his 
range Liverpool caused problems. 
First Ryan McGowan so nearly put the ball into his own net as he was turned by 
Raheem Sterling, and then it took a last-ditch block by Andy Webster to deny 
livewire Borini. The Italian's pace became more of a factor as the game 
progressed, and when Jordan Henderson broke down the right, he should have 
done better than turn a fine cross wide. 
Worse was to come from the striker as he missed a sitter just before the break. 
When Sterling seized on a defender's mistake and rolled the ball across goal, 
Borini only had to pass into the gaping net, but he hurried and watched in 
disbelief as it smashed back off the post. 
HEARTS: McDonald 6, McGowan 6, Webster 6, Zaliukas 7, Grainger 6, Taouil 6, 
Barr 6, Paterson 7, Templeton 7 (Driver 77), Novikovas 7, Sutton 6. LIVERPOOL: 
Reina 6, Kelly 6, Carragher 7, Agger 7, Robinson 6 (Downing 61, 6), Spearing 6 
(Allen 67, 6), Adam 7, Henderson 7, Shelvey 6, Sterling 7, Borini 6. REF: Florian 
Meyer ATT: 15,965 
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Brendan Rodgers has last laugh as calculated gamble pays off in 
Edinburgh 
THE Scottish capital is packed with comedians at this time of year but Liverpool 
FC successfully avoided the jokes being at their expense. With the Edinburgh 
Festival in full swing, the only stage interesting Brendan Rodgers was at 
Tynecastle and he watched his much-changed line up safely negotiate a tricky 
assignment. The Reds rode their luck and it was a long way from being a stellar 
performance but this was a night when the result was all that mattered. 
Rodgers’ calculated gamble to leave a host of star names back home paid off as 
Liverpool moved to within sight of the group stage of the Europa League. 
Andrew Webster’s late own goal was harsh on Hearts but it has given Rodgers’ 
men a precious lead to take into next Thursday’s second leg. 
They had to dig deep as the Scots threw everything at them. But the Reds 
produced a show of character and in Raheem Sterling they had the game’s 
outstanding performer. 
The teenager more than repaid the manager’s faith in him after being handed his 
first start and must have put himself into contention to play some part in Sunday’s 
home league clash with Manchester City. 
For Rodgers, victory and a clean sheet was the perfect response to last weekend’s 
nightmare opening day defeat at West Brom. 
However, the boss will know that for long periods this game merely emphasised 
the point he made on the eve of the match about the lack of depth in his squad. 
The imminent arrival of Nuri Sahin on a season-long loan from Real Madrid will 
help but Rodgers still needs more reinforcements before the window shuts next 
week. To finance that he will need to move some players on but that is easier said 
that done. It was a sign of his limited options that Stewart Downing came off the 
bench to play the final half hour at left-back last night. 
Rodgers’ concerns earned him no sympathy from Hearts boss John McGlynn. The 
Edinburgh club have endured years of financial problems during the reign of 
owner Vladimir Romanov. They have repeatedly failed to pay players’ wages on 
time and have been threatened with administration due to unpaid tax bills. 
Successive managers have had to deal with hefty budget cuts and their best 
players being sold to reduce debts. 
McGlynn lost no fewer than seven of last season’s squad who lifted the Scottish 
Cup after coming from Raith Rovers to replace Paulo Sergio. 
He has had to plug the gaps with home-grown youngsters but Hearts put their 
problems behind them to give Liverpool an uncomfortable evening north of the 
border. McGlynn has urged Hearts fans to transform Tynecastle into a cauldron of 
noise and a 16,000 sell-out crowd duly obliged. 
A year ago the Jambos were blown away by Spurs at this stage of the competition. 
The tie was effectively over inside half an hour of the first leg as the visitors raced 
into a 3-0 lead. 
But this time there was no repeat. Energised by the partisan support, Hearts flew 
at Liverpool from the start and forced them on to the back foot. 
The message above the tunnel reads ‘Blood does not show on a maroon jersey’ 
and the hosts gave everything for the cause. Reina had to be alert early on to race 
off his line to deny lone frontman John Sutton, the younger brother of former 
Blackburn striker Chris. Hearts continued to press with the Reds keeper 
unconvincingly keeping out Arvydas Novikovas’ dipping 30 yarder. 
There was a real sense of purpose about Hearts as they hassled and harried the 
visitors into squandering possession. Sutton fired wide before Agger blocked 
Darren Barr’s goal-bound strike. If Rodgers had remained at Swansea this summer 
he was considering a move for David Templeton and the young Hearts winger 
showed glimpses why. After a surging run goalwards he lashed a shot narrowly 
over the bar. Charlie Adam, who was mercilessly booed on his return to his 
homeland, had a 25-yarder pushed away by Jamie MacDonald but the Reds failed 
to keep the ball long enough to secure any kind of control. 
All eyes were on Sterling after he was handed his first start for the club by 
Rodgers. It was reward for the 17-year-old’s progress in pre-season and he more 
than justified his selection. Sterling is raw and still has much to learn. He’s had to 
deal with a huge amount of hype and expectation on his young shoulders but the 
signs are that he can handle it. 
His slight frame means he’s liable to being bullied by defenders but after a quiet 
start he burst into life and as the first half progressed he grew in confidence. 
His pace repeatedly troubled full-back Ryan McGowan who was relieved to see 
one timely interception roll just wide of his own net with Jamie MacDonald 
beaten. Just before the half hour mark Sterling burst inside and unleashed a 
blistering strike which the keeper palmed away to safety.  
Rodgers’ plans to hand a start to Andy Carroll were dashed after the striker 
complained of tightness in his hamstring. That meant a central role for Fabio 
Borini. The Italian was largely left to feed off scraps but what he was presented 
with he squandered. 
One swift counter attack resulted in Jordan Henderson delivering an inviting cross 
from wide on the right flank but Borini scuffed his volley wastefully wide. 
Liverpool spurned a golden opportunity to silence the home fans on the stroke of 
half-time.  

Sterling pounced on a defensive mistake and raced goalwards. 
With just MacDonald to beat the youngster opted to square it to Borini, who 
hammered it against the upright. After the break Callum Paterson blazed wide 
from a tight angle but Hearts couldn’t replicate the intensity they played with in 
the opening 45 minutes. Rodgers brought on Downing for Robinson on the hour 
and Joe Allen soon followed for the ineffective Jay Spearing. 
Sterling continued to shine but chances were a premium with Adam insisting on 
shooting every time he ventured within 40 yards of goal. 
The game appeared to be petering out into a stalemate when the breakthrough 
arrived 13 minutes from time. Martin Kelly whipped in a dangerous cross from the 
right, Borini missed it but Webster bundled the ball into his own net from close 
range. Hearts could have equalised late on but Reina was equal to efforts from 
substitute Andrew Driver and Callum Paterson. 
There was a first team debut for Academy graduate Adam Morgan in stoppage 
time as he replaced Borini. This was no classic but considering Liverpool’s cast list 
the reviews shouldn’t be too critical. 
HEARTS: MacDonald; McGowan, Zaliukas, Webster, Grainger; Barr (Robinson 87), 
Taouil; Paterson, Templeton (Driver 77), Novikovas (Carrick 84); Sutton. 
Not used: Enckelman, Smith, McGowan, McHattie. 
LIVERPOOL: Reina, Robinson (Downing 60), Carragher, Agger, Kelly, Henderson, 
Spearing (Allen 67), Adam, Shelvey, Sterling, Borini (Morgan 90). 
Not used: Jones, Coates, Lucas, Flanagan. 
REFEREE: Florian Meyer BOOKINGS: Barr. ATTENDANCE: 15,965 

 
LFC have last laugh in Edinburgh 
And Brendan Rodgers’s second string narrowly avoided becoming a laughing stock 
when they squeezed to narrow Europa League victory at Hearts last night. 
A calamitous own goal from home centre-back Andrew Webster, deflecting home 
Martin Kelly’s cross 12 minutes from time, allowed Liverpool to take a significant 
step towards the group stages of the competition. 
But while Fabio Borini struck a post for the visitors, this was more an exercise in 
self-preservation as, similar to their experience at FC Gomel in the previous 
round, the visitors survived fierce first-half pressure to emerge triumphant. 
Nevertheless, Rodgers will hope Liverpool chairman Tom Werner, watching from 
the stands at Tynecastle, has taken note of the struggle from a team largely 
comprised of fringe players. 
Indeed, the Northern Irishman didn’t need an opposition with shirts emblazoned 
with Wonga to remind him where his main issue lies. 
Liverpool, despite their financial restraints, need reinforcements. And while it 
appears Nuri Sahin has finally decided on a move to Anfield, more quality signings 
are needed before the transfer window slams shut next Friday. 
Rodgers has made no secret of where the Europa League sits in his list of 
priorities, the competition slipping even further down the pecking order following 
Saturday’s dismal opening Premier League defeat at West Bromwich Albion. 
With one eye firmly on Sunday’s visit of champions Manchester City, the Anfield 
manager left Steven Gerrard, Luis Suarez, Martin Skrtel and Glen Johnson on 
Merseyside alongside the injured Jose Enrique and cup-tied new signing Oussama 
Assaidi. 
And when Andy Carroll failed to recover from a hamstring twinge, it further 
highlighted the lack of squad depth that has become glaringly apparent to an 
increasingly concerned Rodgers. 
The manager, of course, has the safety net of Thursday’s second leg at Anfield, 
where he will be expected to wheel out more of his big hitters. However, they 
may now not be needed. 
The opportunity for Liverpool’s fringe players to impress was compromised by a 
gutsy performance from Hearts, who qualified for the competition having won 
last season’s Scottish Cup. 
Last year, the Jam Tarts had conceded three goals inside the opening half-hour at 
this stage of the competition before eventually losing 5-0 to Tottenham Hotspur. 
But with the boisterous Tynecastle crowd providing rousing backing and 
Liverpool’s makeshift side struggling to find cohesion, there was never any chance 
of a repeat. 
Charlie Adam – the former Rangers man jeered vociferously by the home fans on 
his return to Scotland – saw a skimming shot from 25 yards saved by Hearts 
goalkeeper Jamie MacDonald. 
Hearts, though, dominated the opening stages, particularly in midfield where 
Liverpool were regularly bypassed. 
Pepe Reina was almost embarrassed in the 10th minute, scrambling to paw wide 
an ambitious swerving 25-yard shot from Arvydas Novikovas destined for the top 
corner. 
With Liverpool’s defence offered little protection, John Sutton – brother of former 
Blackburn Rovers and Celtic striker Chris – shot wide, Darren Barr was left 
strangely unmarked from a corner but saw his effort blocked and David 
Templeton struck an ambitious angled effort over. 
Liverpool’s one ray of hope was Raheem Sterling, an impressive substitute in the 
away against Gomel and given a deserved first senior start on the left wing. 
Hearts right-back Ryan McGowan wasted no time in giving the 17-year-old a crash 
course in Scottish football with a succession of meaty challenges early on.  
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But the battle soon swung in favour of Sterling. On 24 minutes, the youngster 
turned on to his own pass and, lunging to intercept, McGowan rolled the ball 
beyond his goalkeeper MacDonald and only narrowly wide of the post. 
MacDonald then beat out a curling Sterling effort and, taking their cue from the 
youngster, the otherwise infuriating Jonjo Shelvey played in Borini but the 
Italian’s effort was blocked. 
Borini then failed to connect properly with a fine floated cross from Jordan 
Henderson as Liverpool finally gained a foothold. 
But the new boy should have done better on the stroke of half-time when, after 
Sterling raced clear on to Mehdi Taouil’s misplaced pass and showed great 
composure to feed his team-mate, Borini struck the post with only MacDonald to 
beat. 
Templeton, Hearts’ most prominent performer, had moments earlier struck over 
from a Sutton lay-off before the home side claimed a penalty for handball when 
Webster’s header stuck Jamie Carragher after the Liverpool defender hashed his 
attempted clearance. 
The frantic action showed no signs of letting up in the second half. Adam dragged 
an effort wide after another slaloming run while, at the other end, Templeton 
smashed over after another energetic forward thrust. 
While another Adam shot failed to overly extend MacDonald, Hearts regained the 
initiative without quite threatening Reina’s goal as they had done in the first half. 
Liverpool, though, were the ones who eventually found a way through when, in 
the 78th minute, Kelly raced down the right flank and crossed low to the far post 
where Webster, in attempting to clear, succeeded only in diverting the ball into 
his own net. 
Substitute Andrew Driver scuffed a late effort at Reina and the keeper diverted 
clear Callum Patterson’s angled drive, but Liverpool held on. 

 
Late own goal scuppers Hearts 
HEARTS had quite openly acknowledged that their aim was to ensure the tie 
remained alive ahead of the trip to Anfield next week. On the evidence of a 
pulsating night of European football at Tynecastle, this ambition might be claimed 
to have been too meagre. They should have earned victory. Somehow, however, 
they lost. 
Hearts are still left with hope but they will rue their failure to take an advantage 
to Merseyside. In the end, John McGlynn’s side were forced to fathom how on 
earth they can be trailing at the half-way point in the tie. Andy Webster 
experienced a sickening moment after 77 minutes when his attempt to clear a 
Martin Kelly cross saw the ball land in the back of his own net. 
The goal came against the run of play and was certainly out-of-keeping with an 
excellent performance from the home side. Even having endured this blow Hearts 
re-grouped and created opportunities to level the game. Substitute Andrew 
Driver could not quite get enough power into his effort with minutes remaining, 
much to Pepe Reina’s relief. 
The Liverpool goalkeeper was, however, forced to exhibit his exceptional talent 
when saving at full length to deny Callum Paterson in injury time. 
The full-back had been one of several candidates for man of the match from the 
home side against visitors, who, although under-strength, could still not have 
expected to be pinned back for as long as they were. 
Steven Gerrard was one of many established first-teamers missing. However, 
manager Brendan Rodgers might be persuaded to recall his top performers after 
this difficult night in Edinburgh. 
If anything, Hearts succeeded in muscling out Liverpool in an opening half when 
they more than held their own against such distinguished opponents. 
Ryan McGowan dumped Raheem Sterling on the turf in the opening minutes. 
Indeed, the Hearts player, who reverted to full-back last night after beginning the 
season as an auxiliary striker, towered over Sterling, and he was not the only one 
in the Hearts side to have this advantage over their opposite man. 
The contrast in the physical make-up of the competing teams was not so apparent 
as it had been a year ago, when Tottenham Hotspur visited Tynecastle and won 
by five goals. 
The Hearts fans urged David Templeton to run at Liverpool although it was 
Arvydas Novikovas who very nearly opened the scoring after only 14 minutes with 
a shot which moved in a vicious manner towards Pepe Reina’s top right hand 
corner. The Spanish ‘keeper was relieved to be able to claw it away for a corner. 
After dealing with a low Charlie Adam effort, which he touched round the post, 
Jamie MacDonald was surprising underemployed. He could enjoy the show for the 
most part as Hearts settled admirably quickly. Sutton shot past the post and then 
Templeton tried his luck with a shot which whistled just over the bar. It was 
breathless stuff. 

 

Although Liverpool had fielded a shadow side, it was still one able to feature a 
principal attacker worth £10.5 million in Fabio Borini. Andy Carroll was left out of 
the match day squad on account of a hamstring stain although few resisted the 
chance to link his absence to Newcastle’s desire to re-sign the striker and have 
him available for their own Europa League adventures. 
Even were he to stay at Anfield, there is no guarantee Carroll can relish the 
thought of European football. Hearts were doing everything in their power to 
keep their own hopes of reaching the group stages of the Europa League alive. 
Templeton was showing why Brendan Rodgers had tracked him when he was 
manager at Swansea. 
Hearts then appealed loudly for a penalty after the ball struck Jamie Carragher in 
what many thought had been the arm area. The Liverpool skipper quickly 
indicated it had been his midriff. 
But then Hearts had their own let-off on the stroke of half-time. A poor cross-field 
pass from Mehdi Taouil was picked up by Sterling from the toes of Andy Webster, 
and when he squared to Borini, the majority of those inside Tynecastle held their 
breath. However, the post came to Hearts’ rescue and the ball rebounded with 
great force into play again. 
One wondered how the second half could possibly hope to live up to an 
exceptionally absorbing opening 45 minutes, but the intensity levels were 
maintained in the stands and on the pitch. Novikovas powered in a shot that only 
just cleared Reina’s bar while Adam, at the other end, almost made the home side 
pay for handing the midfielder time to shoot. 
With his every touch being jeered, Adam received the Ian Black treatment here. 
He relished the opportunity to direct the play again in the Liverpool midfield. 
However, he and his team-mates were being restricted to simply containing the 
home team. 
Novikovas then flashed a header past the post, and while not everyone will not 
associate Stewart Downing with the ability to change a match, he was clearly sent 
on by Rodgers in an attempt to resuscitate Liverpool’s hopes of earning a victory.  
Liverpool, though, delved into the past to rescue something of their old majesty. 
A determination to salvage something of worth from an otherwise disappointing 
evening saw Martin Kelly whip a low cross into the box with 13 minutes 
remaining. The ball should not have ended up in the back of the net but somehow 
it did, rebounding off Webster’s knee as the defender misdirected his attempt to 
clear. 
 

http://www.scotsman.com/sport/football/top-football-stories/hearts-0-1-liverpool-late-own-goal-scuppers-hearts-1-2485769
http://www.scotsman.com/sport/football/top-football-stories/hearts-0-1-liverpool-late-own-goal-scuppers-hearts-1-2485769
http://www.scotsman.com/sport/football/top-football-stories/hearts-0-1-liverpool-late-own-goal-scuppers-hearts-1-2485769
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90:00+3:37Full time The referee ends the match. 
90:00+3:13 Free kick awarded for a foul by Jordan Henderson on Daniel Grainger. 
Direct free kick taken by Daniel Grainger. 
90:00+2:37 Callum Paterson has an effort at goal from long range that misses to 
the right of the target. 
90:00+1:04SubstitutionFabio Borini goes off and Adam Morgan comes on. 
90:00+1:04 The ball is delivered by Andy Webster. 
89:20 Callum Paterson takes a shot from 12 yards. Save by Jose Reina. 
89:06 Centre by Mehdi Taouil, Daniel Agger makes a clearance. 
87:32 Shot by Andrew Driver. Save made by Jose Reina. 
86:44Substitution Hearts makes a substitution, with Scott Robinson coming on for 
Darren Barr. 
85:53 Fabio Borini is ruled offside. Free kick taken by Marius Zaliukas. 
85:10 Raheem Sterling takes a shot. Save by Jamie MacDonald. 
83:28SubstitutionDale Carrick is brought on as a substitute for Arvydas Novikovas. 
83:28 Shot from just outside the box by Raheem Sterling goes over the bar. 
78:19SubstitutionDavid Templeton leaves the field to be replaced by Andrew 
Driver. 
77:08 Martin Kelly provided the assist for the goal. 
77:08Goal scored Goal - Andy Webster - Hearts 0 - 1 LiverpoolAndy Webster puts 
the ball into his own goal from 6 yards. Hearts 0-1 Liverpool. 
77:06 Centre by Martin Kelly, Andy Webster gets a block in. 
72:12 Stewart Downing produces a cross, clearance made by Marius Zaliukas. The 
ball is crossed by Stewart Downing, save by Jamie MacDonald. 
71:26 Jonjo Shelvey challenges Mehdi Taouil unfairly and gives away a free kick. 
The free kick is delivered left-footed by Daniel Grainger from left wing, save by 
Jose Reina. 
71:00 David Templeton produces a cross, clearance by Jamie Carragher. 
70:24 Outswinging corner taken from the left by-line by Arvydas Novikovas, Jonjo 
Shelvey makes a clearance. 
70:13 Ryan McGowan sends in a cross. 
69:41 Joe Allen delivers the ball, Jamie MacDonald makes a save. 
69:26 Martin Kelly sends in a cross, clearance made by Andy Webster. 
69:09 Raheem Sterling delivers the ball, Marius Zaliukas manages to make a 
clearance. 
67:55 Charlie Adam takes a shot. Jamie MacDonald makes a comfortable save. 
66:42 Free kick taken by Arvydas Novikovas. 
66:42SubstitutionJay Spearing goes off and Joe Allen comes on. 
66:42 Free kick awarded for a foul by Martin Kelly on Arvydas Novikovas. 
65:36 Daniel Grainger gives away a free kick for an unfair challenge on Charlie 
Adam. Charlie Adam restarts play with the free kick. The ball is delivered by Jonjo 
Shelvey, save made by Jamie MacDonald. 
63:49 Fabio Borini fouled by Andy Webster, the ref awards a free kick. Daniel 
Agger takes the free kick. 
63:40 The ball is delivered by Daniel Grainger, clearance by Jay Spearing. 
61:58 Darren Barr handles the ball and concedes a free kick. Jonjo Shelvey takes 
the free kick. 
60:48SubstitutionStewart Downing is brought on as a substitute for Jack 
Robinson. 
60:48 Mehdi Taouil takes a shot. Blocked by Jay Spearing. 
59:13 Raheem Sterling gives away a free kick for an unfair challenge on Ryan 
McGowan. Free kick crossed by David Templeton, clearance by Daniel Agger. 
Corner taken by Arvydas Novikovas from the left by-line, Daniel Agger manages to 
make a clearance. 
58:34 Effort on goal by Arvydas Novikovas from outside the area goes harmlessly 
over the bar. 
57:45 Charlie Adam produces a right-footed shot from outside the box and misses 
left. 
57:12 The referee blows for offside against Raheem Sterling. Andy Webster takes 
the indirect free kick. 
55:40 Shot from inside the six-yard box by Callum Paterson goes wide right of the 
target. 
53:10 The ball is delivered by Ryan McGowan. 
51:47 Corner taken right-footed by Jonjo Shelvey from the left by-line, save by 
Jamie MacDonald. 
50:27 Fabio Borini is flagged offside by the assistant referee. Free kick taken by 
Jamie MacDonald. 
48:57 Unfair challenge on Martin Kelly by Daniel Grainger results in a free kick. 
Direct free kick taken by Jordan Henderson. 
47:31 Daniel Grainger crosses the ball, clearance by Daniel Agger. Ryan McGowan 
takes a shot from 25 yards. Jay Spearing gets a block in. 
46:41 Free kick awarded for a foul by Charlie Adam on Mehdi Taouil. Mehdi Taouil 
restarts play with the free kick. 
45:01 The referee blows his whistle to start the second half. 
45:00+0:10Half time The ref blows to signal half-time. 
44:45 Fabio Borini has an effort at goal from deep inside the box hitting the post. 
42:45 Charlie Adam takes a shot. Blocked by John Sutton. Charlie Adam takes a  

 

inswinging corner to the near post, Foul by Daniel Agger on Marius Zaliukas, free 
kick awarded. Direct free kick taken by Jamie MacDonald. 
42:12 Inswinging corner taken left-footed by Charlie Adam from the right by-line, 
Jamie MacDonald makes a save. 
40:55 Floated corner taken from the right by-line by David Templeton, clearance 
by Jamie Carragher. 
39:56 The ball is swung over by Ryan McGowan, Shot on goal by Callum Paterson 
from just inside the area goes over the target. 
38:16 Fabio Borini is caught offside. Jamie MacDonald restarts play with the free 
kick. 
35:41 Foul by Fabio Borini on Mehdi Taouil, free kick awarded. Mehdi Taouil takes 
the direct free kick. 
34:18 Foul by Jack Robinson on Arvydas Novikovas, free kick awarded. Free kick 
crossed by Arvydas Novikovas, clearance made by Jordan Henderson. 
33:36 Jordan Henderson produces a cross, Fabio Borini produces a right-footed 
shot from deep inside the area which goes wide of the left-hand post. 
31:54 Fabio Borini takes a shot. Blocked by Andy Webster. Charlie Adam takes the 
inswinging corner, Fabio Borini challenges Andy Webster unfairly and gives away 
a free kick. Jamie MacDonald restarts play with the free kick. 
29:31 Callum Paterson delivers the ball, blocked by Jay Spearing. Outswinging 
corner taken right-footed by David Templeton played to the near post, Jonjo 
Shelvey manages to make a clearance. 
28:49 Free kick awarded for a foul by Raheem Sterling on Ryan McGowan. Andy 
Webster restarts play with the free kick. 
28:30 Raheem Sterling takes a shot. Save by Jamie MacDonald. 
26:51 Raheem Sterling sends in a cross, Andy Webster makes a clearance. Corner 
taken by Jonjo Shelvey, Darren Barr manages to make a clearance. 
24:02 Outswinging corner taken left-footed by Charlie Adam, Marius Zaliukas 
makes a clearance. 
23:05 Charlie Adam takes the direct free kick. 
23:05Booking Darren Barr is booked. 
23:02 Foul by Darren Barr on Charlie Adam, free kick awarded. 
21:39 Raheem Sterling takes a shot. Andy Webster gets a block in. The assistant 
referee signals for offside against Raheem Sterling. Andy Webster restarts play 
with the free kick. 
19:44 Free kick awarded for an unfair challenge on Jordan Henderson by Mehdi 
Taouil. Jay Spearing takes the direct free kick. 
18:33 Fabio Borini gives away a free kick for an unfair challenge on Andy Webster. 
Andy Webster takes the free kick. 
17:00 Shot on goal by David Templeton from just inside the area goes over the 
target. 
15:50 Arvydas Novikovas takes the outswinging corner, Shot by Darren Barr. Jonjo 
Shelvey gets a block in. 
13:10 Jonjo Shelvey is ruled offside. Jamie MacDonald takes the indirect free kick. 
12:17 Effort from the edge of the area by John Sutton goes wide of the left-hand 
post. 
10:42 Arvydas Novikovas has an effort at goal. Save by Jose Reina. Outswinging 
corner taken by Arvydas Novikovas from the left by-line, Charlie Adam makes a 
clearance. 
9:45 David Templeton decides to take a short corner, The ball is sent over by 
Arvydas Novikovas, Charlie Adam manages to make a clearance. 
8:16 Charlie Adam takes a shot. Save by Jamie MacDonald. Jonjo Shelvey takes 
the outswinging corner, Darren Barr manages to make a clearance. Corner from 
the right by-line taken by Jonjo Shelvey, Darren Barr manages to make a 
clearance. Jamie Carragher concedes a free kick for a foul on David Templeton. 
Daniel Grainger restarts play with the free kick. 
5:43 Ryan McGowan concedes a free kick for a foul on Raheem Sterling. Charlie 
Adam takes the direct free kick. 
2:59 John Sutton is flagged offside by the assistant referee. Jose Reina restarts 
play with the free kick. 
2:35 Foul by Jonjo Shelvey on Mehdi Taouil, free kick awarded. Direct free kick 
taken by Mehdi Taouil. 
1:23 The ball is swung over by Charlie Adam. 
0:00 The match has kicked off. 

 


